Detecting Signals of Seasonal Influenza Severity through Age Dynamics
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Abstract

Background: Measures of population-level influenza severity are important for public health planning, but estimates are often based on case-fatality and case-hospitalization risks, which require multiple data sources, are prone to surveillance biases, and are typically unavailable in the early stages of an outbreak. In this study, we develop a severity index based on influenza age dynamics estimated from routine surveillance data that can be used in retrospective and early warning contexts.

Methods and Findings: Our method relies on the observation that age-specific attack rates vary between seasons, so that key features of the age distribution of cases may be used as a marker of severity early in an epidemic. We illustrate our method using weekly outpatient medical claims of influenza-like illness (ILI) in the United States from the 2001 to 2009 and develop a novel population-level influenza severity index based on the relative risk of ILI among working-age adults to that among school-aged children. We validate our ILI index against a benchmark that comprises traditional influenza severity indicators such as viral activity, hospitalizations and deaths using publicly available surveillance data. We find that severe influenza seasons have higher relative rates of ILI among adults than mild seasons. In reference to the benchmark, the ILI index is a robust indicator of severity during the period of peak epidemic growth (87.5% accuracy in retrospective classification), and may have predictive power during the period between Thanksgiving and the winter holidays (57.1% accuracy in early warning). We further apply our approach at the state-level to characterize regional severity patterns across seasons. We hypothesize that our index is a proxy for severity because working-age adults have both pre-existing immunity to influenza and a high number of contacts, infecting them preferentially in severe seasons associated with antigenic changes in circulating influenza viruses. Our analysis is limited by its application to seasonal influenza epidemics and a relatively short study period.

Conclusions: Our severity index and research on the link between age dynamics and seasonal influenza severity will enable decision makers to better target public health strategies in severe seasons and improve our knowledge of influenza epidemiology and population impact. These findings demonstrate that routine surveillance data can be translated into operational information for policymakers. Our study also highlights the need for further research on the putative age-related mechanisms of severity in seasonal and pandemic influenza seasons.
1 Introduction

The causes and characterization of population-level severity are crucial aspects to understanding influenza epidemiology and designing effective surveillance and control programs. Many mechanisms for variation in flu season severity are posited, but these findings have not been synthesized across fields. Environmental factors, like colder winters, are associated with severity, perhaps due to immune disregulation or the co-circulation and co-infection with other respiratory pathogens [1, 2]. Influenza virus genetic and antigenic data suggests that severity is linked to hemagglutinin protein novelty [3], and A/H3-dominant seasons have greater mortality rates than A/H1 or B dominant seasons [1, 5-7] as H3 strains disproportionately affect older populations [8]. Epidemiological studies of seasons following pandemics suggest that novel antigenic strains shift the expected age-related immune landscape, which generates relatively high susceptibility among adults [9, 10, 11, 12, 5, 13]. In congruence with a link between severity and low pre-existing immunity, high T cell concentrations correlate with subsiding illness and high viral shedding correlates with high clinical severity [14].

While causes of severity are not completely understood, current discourse about population-level seasonal influenza severity ties itself to experiences of severe patient-level outcomes. The Centers for Disease Control and Prevention (CDC) estimates a range of 3,000 to 49,000 influenza-associated all-cause deaths per year and over 200,000 hospitalizations in the United States during the period between 1976 and 2007 [7, 15], and generally characterizes seasonal severity through influenza-related hospitalization rates and mortality due to pneumonia and influenza, which provide a population-level view of patient-level outcomes (Figure 1). Clinical studies similarly focus on patient-level outcomes, where physicians use scoring techniques to rate overall patient severity or the severity of specific symptoms [16, 17].

Epidemiological analyses extrapolate proxies of patient-level severity such as case-fatality and case-hospitalization risk estimates to the population-level, but these metrics focus heavily on pandemic and emerging outbreaks [18, 19, 20, 21, 22]. Other studies model the relationship between excess mortality and morbidity rates [23, 24] or threshold excess P&I mortality rates in order to identify and detect severe flu seasons, but these metrics capture only one facet of the experience of flu across the population [1, 25]. Moreover, P&I mortality data is neither available in real-time nor collected by many national flu surveillance systems (e.g. in the European Union). In the past, the CDC used the Pandemic Severity Index, a pandemic rating system calibrated to case fatality ratios across the United States, to classify pandemic flu severity [26]. More recently, the CDC adopted a population-level severity framework that incorporates both clinical severity and transmissibility metrics, but the clinical severity component remains closely tied to case-fatality and similar ratios in the epidemiological data context [20].

In this work, we develop novel severity assessment metrics that synthesize existing information on viral activity, hospitalizations, and deaths, and explore proxies of population-level flu severity by examining age patterns influenza-like-illness (ILI) among the healthiest and largest segments of the population. Using a high coverage outpatient ILI dataset based on medical claims data from the United States, we introduce a retrospective index of flu severity, which is measured during the influenza epidemic growth period, to aid in epidemiological analysis and evaluation of public health responses. In addition, we show that this measure can be used for early warning, which can help decision makers tailor communication strategies regarding vaccination and antiviral usage, and enable corporate pharmacies to shift antiviral distribution to suit regional needs. Lastly, we carry out a spatial analysis of influenza severity to identify regions of the U.S. that represent or deviate from national-scale influenza severity to guide future influenza surveillance design.

2 Results

We examined weekly medical claims data of influenza-like illness (ILI) outpatient cases in the United States provided by IMS Health for the 2001-02 through 2008-09 flu seasons (Figure 2a). ILI reports were adjusted for increasing coverage in surveillance systems over time and age and region-specific estimates of health-care seeking behavior for ILI (See Methods). Recent analysis finds that ILI claims data accurately capture weekly fluctuations in influenza activity and season level intensity at
high resolutions by age group and geographic location [27] and can be used to monitor the spatial spread of the disease [28].

In this study, we motivate and develop a metric for estimating seasonal influenza severity in the United States for an accurate, retrospective classification and an early warning context. To validate this metric, we also develop a benchmark metric based on traditional measures of severity derived from CDC surveillance sources. We then extended this approach to the state-level to discern regional severity patterns across our study period.

2.1 Exploring correlates of influenza severity

We developed a composite benchmark measure for influenza severity each season (\(\beta\)), which synthesizes CDC surveillance data on influenza-related hospitalizations and deaths from 1997-98 throughout 2013-14, excluding the 2009-10 season due to the H1N1 pandemic. The benchmark identified 2000-01, 2002-03, 2005-06, 2006-07, 2008-09, and 2011-12 as mild seasons, 1997-98, 1998-99, 2001-02, 2004-05, and 2007-08 as moderate seasons, and 1999-00, 2003-04, 2010-11, 2012-13, and 2013-14 as severe seasons. To identify possible drivers of seasonal severity, we examined Pearson’s correlation coefficients between \(\beta\) and covariates representing circulating subtypes, age-specific and total ILI rate from CDC’s ILINet, and temperature and precipitation (Supplement Figure 6). We find that adult and total ILI attack rates were positively correlated with \(\beta\), and were the only correlations that achieve statistical significance at the alpha = 0.05 level.

Indeed, in examining the age-specific outpatient medical claims data, we found that peak ILI rates in children were always higher than that of working-age adults in a given season, and that they did not appear to correspond with rank order severity. On the other hand, adult peaks were higher in known severe seasons than milder ones (Figure 2b). This age-specific pattern was also observed when considering ILI rates in excess of a seasonal baseline (Supplement Figure 9). The singling out of working-age adult ILI among severity correlates, prior work on the dynamic immune landscape in adults and children in shifting disease burdens with pandemic flu [9], and substantial interest in the literature in the roles of children and adults as the largest and most active segments of the population, motivate us to study influenza severity through the proxy of these two healthiest age groups.

2.2 Measuring severity through age-specific risks

We examined severity through a weekly proxy of age-specific disease burden, \(\sigma(t)\), which is a normalized relative risk of adult to child ILI rates at week \(t\). (See Methods for details.) Severe seasons had relatively large adult disease burdens (high \(\sigma(t)\)) during the peak flu season, while mild seasons had relatively large child disease burdens (low \(\sigma(t)\)) during this time (Figure 2c). We used \(\sigma(t)\) to define measures of severity for the purposes of early warning in the period between Thanksgiving and Christmas (\(\bar{\sigma}_w\)), and retrospective classification during the primary epidemic growth period (\(\bar{\sigma}_r\)), which were the only two windows with significant severity detection capabilities (Supplement Figure 4). We highlight that our metric does not measure transmissibility but is based on the age structure of cases.

We validated our relative risk severity measures with qualitative severity categorizations in the CDC flu season summaries, and quantitative classifications such as the benchmark (\(\beta\)) and other traditional severity metrics. Retrospective severity (\(\sigma_r\)) derived from the medical claims identified 2002-03, 2005-06, 2006-07, and 2008-09 as mild seasons, 2001-02 as a moderate season, and 2003-04, 2004-05, and 2007-08 as severe seasons (Pearson correlation coefficient of 0.77 and 87.5% accuracy when compared to \(\beta\)) (Figure 3a). The early warning index (\(\bar{\sigma}_w\)) identified 2001-02, 2002-03 and 2006-07 as mild, 2004-05 and 2008-09 as moderate, and 2005-06 and 2007-08 as severe (Pearson correlation coefficient of 0.46 and 57.1% accuracy when compared to \(\beta\)) (Figure 3b). Among other severity metrics, hospitalization rates and total attack rates were positively correlated with \(\bar{\sigma}_r\) (Supplement Figure 12).

We also calculated our severity measures for CDC’s ILINet surveillance data and found that retrospective severity was well correlated between ILINet and the medical-claims-derived index (Pearson
correlation coefficient of 0.775), but the ILINet index had a relative tendency to underestimate severity classifications (Supplement Figure 11). Also, ILINet $\overline{\sigma}_r$ was well correlated with the benchmark (Pearson correlation coefficient of 0.70 and 62.5% accuracy), but $\overline{\sigma}_w$ did not provide predictive value (Pearson correlation coefficient of -0.26 and 15.4% accuracy) (Supplement Figure 10).

### 2.3 Spatial patterns in influenza severity

We examined state-level patterns in severity by calculating retrospective and early warning indexes from age-specific ILI rates at this higher resolution spatial scale (details in the Supplementary Methods). Regardless of classification at the nation-level, severity ranged from mild to severe at the state-level in a single season (Figure 4a). Across the eight study seasons, the mid-Atlantic states of Virginia and North Carolina experienced significantly more severe seasons than the national $\overline{\sigma}_r$ (interquartile range of deviation between national and state-level $\overline{\sigma}_r$ is above zero) (Figure 4b). No state had consistently milder flu seasons, but evidence suggests that the western United States may have milder seasons than the national $\overline{\sigma}_r$.

We examined whether there were “sentinel” states, which may correctly indicate national or state-level retrospective severity during the early warning period. In Figure 4c, we counted matching state-level $\overline{\sigma}_w$ and nation-level $\overline{\sigma}_r$ severity among the 36 states with classifications available for the entire study period. Louisiana’s early warning severity matched the national retrospective severity for seven of eight seasons, suggesting that it may serve as a reasonable sentinel, but this result was not statistically different than expectation had severity been randomly assigned to states. We also examined state-level sentinels (Supplement Figure 13c), but found no states with significant predictive capability (details in the Supplementary Methods).

### 3 Discussion

Our severity assessment index detects indirect signals of seasonal influenza severity from a single-source, real-time ILI dataset with obligatory reporting, and it is flexible enough for use in retrospective and early warning contexts and with other ILI surveillance systems such as CDC’s ILINet. Motivated by our finding that adult ILI visits were highly correlated with traditional measures of severity (including hospitalization and deaths), we developed a proxy for influenza severity based on the ratio of ILI risk among adults relative to that among children. As school-aged children and adults are the lowest risk groups for seasonal influenza complications and death 

[29], our metric seeks to measure signals of severity indirectly through populations that are well-represented in influenza case data and well-connected to high-risk populations. To validate this metric, we constructed a novel benchmark of severity from public data that comprises traditional severity indicators. With respect to this benchmark, our severity index performs with 88% accuracy retrospectively, and with 57% accuracy prospectively, with mis-classifications that err conservatively from the standpoint of public health (i.e., they tend to be false positives instead of false negatives). When we extended our severity analysis to the state-level, we found evidence for more severe influenza seasons than the national average in the mid-Atlantic region of the U.S., and for the possibility that certain states (Louisiana was identified in our analysis) act as “sentinels” for severity in the national epidemic.

The retrospective classification of influenza severity can inform public health systems evaluations and enables historical analysis of severe season attributes, which will improve our understanding of influenza disease ecology. Early warning of severity (9-12 weeks before typical epidemic peak) enables public health agencies to tailor communication campaigns for vaccination and antiviral usage. These health communication campaigns from official information sources regarding pharmaceutical [30, 31] and behavioral [32, 33] interventions for influenza have been shown to improve individual health-related behaviors, and could have an impact on epidemic outcomes. Finally, our metrics are flexible enough to be used with different geographic scales and ILI surveillance systems, and their broad application may enable the multi-scale coordination of influenza public health policy. In Figure 5, we map our severity metric to functional indicators of influenza burden, including peak ILI, hospitalization, and mortality rate to provide translation of our metric in an operational context.
While the elderly are a traditional high-risk group due to their high mortality and the prevalence of comorbidities that increase the likelihood of flu-related complications \[5\], this age group is less likely to experience illness overall due to increased prior immunity and weaker contact patterns \[34\]. Instead, our index looks for indirect signals of severity using the age dynamics of “healthier” populations, reasoning that seasons with larger effects in children and adults are more severe for the entire population. We posit that school-aged children experience substantial flu morbidity every season because they have high numbers of potential disease-causing contacts \[35\ \[36\ \[37\] and greater susceptibility due to less prior exposure to influenza and less developed immune systems. Adults have fewer contacts and greater prior immunity than children, so they experience high flu activity only when the flu season is severe, regardless if the cause is strain novelty, higher transmissibility, greater virulence, or some combination of factors. High connectivity between adults and other age groups \[36\] and the role of adults in seeding new regions \[38\ \[39\] may explain why seasons that burden adult populations are also severe for the entire population. In addition, A/H3 seasons, which cause more severe seasons due to immune escape \[40\ \[41\], are thought to affect adults more than children \[8\ \[42\]. (Our metric, however, detects severity for both H1 and H3-dominant seasons (Supplement Figure 14)). Notably, our two severity classification periods occur during the first half of the epidemic, suggesting that time-varying contact patterns rather than prior immunity, which presumably affects the entire epidemic, better explains the severity signal detection witnessed by our index (Supplement Figure 4). The retrospective severity index captures age dynamics during the peak flu season, while the combination of changes to contact patterns and reductions in care-seeking behavior during the holidays allow the early warning index to detect signals during a “severity testbed” period in the United States. Future analyses should disambiguate the age patterns characterized in our study as a harbinger or result of population-level severity and examine the hypothesis that holiday contacts seed broader infection in different age groups \[33\] or new locations.

We note that the early warning severity index is limited in its accuracy. In some seasons, circulation of flu is low around the Thanksgiving and winter holiday periods, and other respiratory pathogens like respiratory syncytial virus (RSV), rhinoviruses, and Haemophilus influenzae may confound the adult and child influenza-like illness dynamics used in our metric \[43\]. On the other hand, flu seasons that arrive earlier than usual and peak during this holiday period (eg. 1999-2000, 2003-04, 2013-14) also pose a problem for our early warning signal because there is a strong shift in age dynamics every season towards adult disease burden during the winter, and to a lesser extent, Thanksgiving holidays. Nevertheless, the retrospective severity signal identifies those early seasons as severe, thus corroborating findings that early seasons are associated with increased severity, perhaps due to increased population susceptibility to antigenically-novel strains \[45\]. The early warning index for ILINet surveillance did not perform well as compared to the medical claims data, but this may be explained by ILINet’s smaller sample size and narrower syndromic definition of flu, both of which could limit the detection of influenza activity during the early warning period (Supplement Figure 10). Lastly, the early warning index may be limited to use in the United States; shifting contact patterns and holiday-related care-seeking behavior during the Thanksgiving holiday may improve early warning signal detection (Supplement Figure 16).

The application of our severity index to the state-level builds upon our current knowledge of spatial influenza epidemiology. The western U.S. had the mildest absolute flu activity based on the \(\bar{r}\), metric, corroborating other studies (Supplement Figure 13a) \[46\], but additional independent validation of state-level severity results is needed. Both the state-level severity index and state-level excess P&I mortality rates illustrate large within-season variation and states should expect the greatest heterogeneity in influenza-related mortality during moderate seasons (Figures 1 and 5). Future studies may reveal that this spatial variation in severity can be explained by different regional subtype circulation, pre-existing immunity, age distributions, or vaccine coverage rates (Supplement Figure 15).

Further research is needed to improve the application of our severity metric to pandemic influenza. Young children and the elderly contribute most to mortality in seasonal flu, while pandemic scenarios are notable for their tendency to generate greater mortality or serious complications among groups that do not normally experience strong illness, such as adults under 65 \[5\ \[15\ \[17\ \[18\ \[19\]. These events are characterized by different distributions of age risk: an initial pandemic wave may be dominated
by morbidity among school-aged children, and some empirical and modeling studies suggest that adults are more likely to become infected in the season following a pandemic \cite{9, 10, 11, 12, 13}. While the mechanisms for this remain poorly understood, it has been suggested that there is an accumulation of heterologous immunity with age \cite{49}. Additionally, it has been observed that excess P&I mortality shifts from the elderly to younger ages in the years following a pandemic, perhaps signaling shifted dynamics between children and adults during this time as well. Our index would not capture severity in the first and second waves of pandemic virus circulation, which is why we exclude the 2009-10 season from our analysis, and unstable age dynamics in post-pandemic seasons may explain misclassifications of recent seasons from ILINet data (Supplement Figure 10 e&d).

Our severity index relies on real-time age-specific incidence data, which has not been utilized thus far in other “big data”-based surveillance (eg. Google Flu Trends), apart from questionable relationships between clinical data and flu-related big data \cite{50}. Traditional ILI surveillance in the form of CDC’s ILINet does provide real-time age-specific data, but the use of electronic medical claims data has advantages. ILINet comprises voluntary reports from participating physicians, so competing time demands may skew ILI reports. Medical claims data is a more obligatory form of health care provider reporting, captures ILI activity at least as well as traditional surveillance, may be examined in real-time, and provides higher coverage, greater spatial resolution, and finer age-specific disease information due to its insurance record nature \cite{27}. Medical claims and ILINet data are both subject to physician biases regarding the demographics and seasonality of influenza and doctor’s office closures. They also have healthcare-seeking behavior biases; school-aged children have higher rates of healthcare-seeking behavior for ILI than adults (approximately 1.1 to 1.4 times higher) \cite{51, 52, 53}, which is why we adjust for these biases in both datasets (See Supplementary Methods). Nevertheless, differences in surveillance data biases and study period may explain scaling issues with retrospective classification and poor performance in early warning severity for ILInet data (Supplement Figure 10 e&d) Additional studies on age-specific disparities in health care insurance and access to care, especially in consideration of ongoing changes to the U.S. health care system, are needed to better quantify biases in medical claims data and our index.

The correlation of the retrospective index with an independent, composite severity benchmark and a multitude of other severity indicators, in addition to its consistent interpretation across seasons, suggests a relationship with population-level seasonal flu severity. As far as we know, this study is the first to link population-level severity with age dynamics in a broad sense, thus representing proof of concept that influenza age-related disease dynamics may provide epidemiological understanding beyond the information provided at face value.

4 Materials and Methods

4.1 Ethics statement

Patient records and information in the medical claims dataset were anonymized, de-identified, and aggregated by IMS Health, which handles data that is routinely collected for health insurance purposes. Mr. Farid Khan, Director of Advanced Analytics at IMS Health, granted the researchers access to the data. While the database is not accessible online, interested researchers should refer to the IMS Health website: http://www.imshealth.com/portal/site/imshealth. All analyses were performed with aggregated time series data for influenza-like illness rather than patient-level information, and similar to other epidemiological analyses of administrative insurance data, no institutional review board approval was sought.

4.2 ILI surveillance data

Our analyses utilized weekly physician’s office and outpatient visit data from October 2001 to May 2009 for influenza-like illness from a records-level database of CMS-1500 medical claims. Total visits captured by this commercially-available medical claims dataset increased by approximately 3.5 times over the duration of our study as more data streams were purchased over time; by 2009, the data comprises 934 three-digit zipcode prefixes and documents 62% of all visits to physicians (IMS health
collected data from 354,402 of 560,433 active physician practices in the US) in the United States [28, 27]. A previous study derived a synthetic definition of ILI based on International Classification of Diseases (ICD-9) codes – influenza (487-488) or [fever and (respiratory symptoms or febrile viral illness) (780.6 and (462 or 786.2))] or prescription of oseltamivir (most commonly, 079.99) – and used this definition to validate the medical claims data to patterns from CDC’s ILINet (details in Supplementary Methods) [27]. We consider the population of school-age children as 5-19 years old and working-age adults as 20-59 years old. Seasonal flu epidemics occur at varying times during the flu season enduring from October through May, which is roughly week 40 in one year to week 20 in the subsequent year. To test the suitability of our index for a different ILI surveillance system and a larger range of seasons, we use CDC’s publicly available ILINet data, which is available from October 1997 to May 2014; by 2014, the data documents outpatient visits from approximately 1,900 health care providers in the U.S. each week. We adjust the total volume of ILI cases to account for increasing coverage of the surveillance systems each year and for different spatial and age-specific estimates of health-care seeking behavior for ILI for both medical claims and ILINet surveillance data (See Supplementary Methods). All reported ILI rates are adjusted for increasing system coverage in their respective datasets and the reported estimates of health-care seeking behavior by age for ILI [51, 54].

4.3 Defining a severity benchmark

To create a synthetic composite severity benchmark (β), we aggregate CDC surveillance data on positive laboratory confirmations of influenza infections, P&I deaths, laboratory-confirmed influenza deaths in children under 18 years, and hospitalization in five to seventeen year olds and eighteen to forty-nine year olds to the flu season level and z-normalize each metric across the seasons (Figure 1). The z-normalized value for each criterion is summed to generate β. Surveillance systems that are not available for certain seasons in the specified time frame do not contribute to the index during that season (Supplement Table 2). β < −1 is classified as a mild season according to the benchmark, β > 1 as a severe season, and −1 ≤ β ≤ 1 as moderate. All of these factors appear to have a strong positive relationship with the synthetic benchmark β, indicating that no single, unique metric corresponds with severity (Supplement Figure 1). Sensitivity analyses for different normalization periods and data components for the benchmarks of the medical claims and ILINet data are performed in the Supplementary Methods and Supplement Figure 2. It should be noted that β classifications differ between the 2001-2009 study period and the 1997-2014 data that are used in some analyses in this paper because the values are normalized across all years. Consequently, this benchmark is relative to the severity of other seasons from which it is composed.

Since the 2009 H1N1 pandemic, testing practices in the United States have changed, including the more frequent use of rapid influenza-diagnostic tests and reverse-transcription polymerase chain reaction (RT-PCR) tests and the increased practice of pre-screening respiratory specimens by public health laboratories [55]. Consequently, the percent of positive lab confirmations may not serve as a valid indicator of seasonal influenza activity in a benchmark severity index that includes influenza seasons that occurring after 2009.

4.4 Exploratory correlation analysis

We examine pairwise Pearson cross-correlation coefficients of the benchmark severity index (β) over the 1997-98 to 2013-14 flu seasons (excluding 2009-10 due to the 2009 H1N1 pandemic) with nation-level covariates on viral strain distribution (the proportion of all positive influenza laboratory samples characterized as H3 at the end of the season) from World Health Organization (WHO) and National Respiratory and Enteric Virus Surveillance System (NREVSS) laboratories, age-specific and total disease burden (seasonal outpatient ILI rates of toddlers, children, adults, the elderly, and the total population) from CDC ILINet, and environmental variables (average temperature and precipitation during flu season months for 48 contiguous US states) from NOAA’s National Data Climate Center (NCDC). Pairwise tests of association between β and covariates of interest were deemed significant if they achieved α ≤ 0.05.
4.5 Retrospective and early warning severity

To construct our severity index, we first calculate the relative risk of (adjusted) ILI among adults to that in school-aged children: \( RR(t) = \frac{A(t)}{C(t)} \), where \( A(t) \) and \( C(t) \) are the number of ILI cases captured in the surveillance system in a given week and spatial region (national or state) divided by the group’s population size in adults and school-age children, respectively. Since ILI is not restricted to laboratory-confirmed flu cases and baseline ILI activity varies from year to year, we transform the weekly RR time series through z-normalization to define a time series of severity as \( \sigma(t) = \frac{RR(t) - \mu}{\sigma} \), where \( \mu \) is the mean and \( \sigma \) is the standard deviation of the \( RR(t) \) values during a specified baseline period. We define the baseline period as the first seven weeks of the flu season, the beginning of October to mid-November (weeks 40-46). This baseline overlaps with neither the typical peak flu season in the United States (January to March), nor the two classification periods in our severity framework, retrospective and early warning. We assess other baseline periods and find that the retrospective severity index is somewhat sensitive to summer baseline periods (Supplement Figure 3), but that our chosen period best represents baseline age dynamics (Supplement Figure 8).

Two severity classification periods are identified under our framework, the retrospective and the early warning periods. For most seasons, the retrospective period is the two week period that begins three weeks before the ILI peak in a given flu season ILI curve. The retrospective period is identified for the entire U.S. and each state (e.g. In a given season, California’s retrospective severity is tied to peak ILI week in California and national retrospective severity precedes the peak ILI week at the national level). The early warning period is the two week period that begins two weeks after the Thanksgiving holiday in the United States. We define retrospective severity (\( \bar{\sigma}_r \)) as the mean of \( \sigma(t) \) for weeks in the retrospective period and early warning severity (\( \bar{\sigma}_w \)) as the mean of \( \sigma(t) \) for weeks in the early warning period. The early warning and retrospective period \( \sigma(t) \) values are the only weeks over the year that correlate significantly with \( \beta \), further supporting the uniqueness of these periods (Supplement Figure 4).

Retrospective severity provides a more accurate classification of seasonal severity because it captures the disease dynamics of the primary epidemic growth period, while the early warning severity provides an earlier assessment of severity between the Thanksgiving and winter holidays, which may serve as spatial seeding events. Seasons are classified mild if \( \bar{\sigma}_r, \bar{\sigma}_w < -1 \), moderate if \( -1 \leq \bar{\sigma}_r, \bar{\sigma}_w \leq 1 \), and severe if \( \bar{\sigma}_r, \bar{\sigma}_w > 1 \). Severity may also be accurately estimated with the relative risk of ILI visits between adults and children over the entire epidemic period, but use of the two-week retrospective period is preferred due to scaling differences (Supplement Figure 5). Early warning severity is not calculated for early flu seasons (e.g. 2003-04) and further detail may be found in the Supplementary Methods.

4.6 State-specific analyses

Deviation from the national baseline is calculated as the difference between state-level and national retrospective index values (\( \bar{\sigma}_r \)), divided by the absolute value of national \( \bar{\sigma}_r \) (Figure 4b). Sentinel state matches are shown only for states where retrospective and early warning classifications are available for the entire study period (Figure 4).

4.7 Operational public health indicators

Percent of peak week outpatient visits due to ILI was identified using CDC ILINet data, and peak week is identified as the week in which the maximum of total ILI cases is achieved during a given season (Figure 4a).

We calculated state-level excess P&I mortality rates by state and season for the 2001-02 to 2008-09 study period from monthly pneumonia and influenza deaths at all places of death provided by the CDC WONDER Multiple Cause of Death database, which is publicly available online. As in Viboud et al. 2005, non-flu P&I mortality, which excludes the flu season period from from December to April, were fit with a Serfling-type regression model to identify the seasonal baseline. December to April P&I mortality in excess of the baseline were categorized as excess P&I mortality.
and aggregated to the season level. National excess P&I mortality rates by season represent the population-weighted average of all state-level excess P&I mortality rates in that season.
**Figure 1:** Influenza surveillance data over the 2001-02 to 2008-09 seasons. Characterization of ILI activity from October 2001 to May 2009 as a function of: a) ILI as a percentage of all outpatient visits in CDC’s ILINet and IMS Health medical claims data, b) influenza subtype samples and percentage of laboratory-confirmed influenza specimens, c) laboratory-confirmed influenza surveillance: cumulative hospitalization rates per 100,000 population for 5-17 year olds and 18-49 year olds, and cumulative pediatric deaths (under 18 years old) over the course of the season, and d) number of deaths attributed to pneumonia and influenza. All data except medical claims ILI are publicly available from CDC surveillance systems. Surveillance data on positive percentage of influenza tests, hospitalization rates, pediatric deaths, and pneumonia and influenza deaths are used to construct the benchmark.
Figure 2: **Influenza age dynamics follow different patterns than overall epidemic dynamics.** (a) Medically attended outpatient ILI visits per 100,000 for the 2001-02 through 2008-09 flu seasons, adjusted for increasing surveillance data coverage and ILI care-seeking behavior, are displayed. The national early warning and retrospective classification periods are highlighted in green and black, respectively. (b) Child and adult ILI rates in mild, moderate and severe seasons (as identified by the benchmark index, $\beta$). (c) The normalized relative risk of adult ILI to child ILI rates ($\sigma(t)$), a proxy of age-specific disease burden, follows a regular seasonal pattern during the U.S. Thanksgiving and winter holiday periods, and diverges during the typical epidemic growth periods of January and February (around weeks 2-7).
Figure 3: The retrospective severity index is an accurate measure of population-level severity, while the early warning index provides some predictive value. (a) Retrospective severity ($\bar{\sigma}_r$) has a strong positive correlation ($R = 0.77$) and agrees with the benchmark for seven of eight seasons. (b) Early warning severity ($\bar{\sigma}_w$) has a moderate positive correlation ($R = 0.46$) and agrees with the benchmark for four of seven seasons. The 2003-04 season was removed because it was an early flu season and the early warning period occurred after the retrospective period.
Figure 4: **State-level patterns of seasonal flu severity.** a) State retrospective severity classifications may range from mild to severe in a single season regardless of the national severity classification (left panel, 2006-07 mild season; right panel, 2007-08 severe season). (b) Deviation between state-level and national $\sigma_r$ across the eight study seasons, where states with greater severity have positive values and vice versa. North Carolina and Virginia have significantly more severe seasons (interquartile range above zero), and other Eastern states like Delaware, Pennsylvania, Maryland, South Carolina, and Florida regularly have more severe seasons than the rest of the U.S. Western states - Washington, California and Oregon - have more milder seasons on average. Only states with retrospective severity indexes for all eight study seasons are reported in b. (c) Number of matches between a given state’s early warning severity classification and the national retrospective classification. Louisiana matched its early warning signal with national retrospective severity for seven of eight seasons, but this result did not deviate significantly from expectation had severity been randomly assigned. Only the 36 states with retrospective and early warning severity indexes for all seasons are reported in c.

![State-level patterns of seasonal flu severity](image-url)
Figure 5: Translation of the retrospective severity index ($\bar{\sigma}_r$) to operational public health indicators of influenza’s burden on the health care system  

a) At the national scale, a severe $\bar{\sigma}_r$ categorization translates approximately as 30-45% of peak week outpatient visits due to ILI (ILINet), 10-20 confirmed influenza-related hospitalizations per 100,000 over the course of the season, and seasonal excess P&I mortality rates of 3-10 per 100,000 (Pearson’s R = 0.68, 0.59, and 0.54 respectively).  
b) At the state level, a severe $\bar{\sigma}_r$ categorization corresponds to approximately 0 to 10 excess P&I mortality rates (Pearson’s R = 0.16). It appears that moderate $\bar{\sigma}_r$ seasons have an inclusively larger range of excess P&I mortality rates, which suggests that moderate seasons at the national level represent a mixture of severe and mild flu seasons at the state-level.
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